“Prime Vision is possibly the friendliest place to work in the Netherlands.
I was quite surprised to have a chat with the CEO in the first week. Later I realized that at Prime Vision there is almost no
hierarchical structure. This is great, as it inspires free thinking and is a true incubator for innovation. Moreover, in my first
weeks I had a few out-of-the-box ideas, on which I received plenty of assistance and good advice.
The company is based in Delft, close to the Technical University of Delft. One of the top technological institutions in the
world. The people at Prime Vision are highly qualified and regularly surprise me with their knowledge and diligence. One
thing is certain, when you are working at this fast-growing company (17% in 2016) you will be in a dynamic environment,
on the forefront of technology.” - Wouter Buijze

“We really work as a team and everyone supports each other.” - Mellaney Knol

At Prime Vision we do not like to be average. That’s why we are
always looking for special talent. We work hard but there is always
room for fun and many possibilities to further develop yourself.

MAKE THE NEXT STEP IN

Peggy Ann Kosters - HR Manager

More information?

Headquarters located at:

If you want to learn more about working at Prime Vision,
please contact our HR Manager Peggy Ann Kosters via
sollicitaties@primevision.com or
015-2192090.

Olof Palmestraat 10
2616 LR Delft

All the vacancies are available at:
www.primevision.com/careers

You can also find us on:

OUR CULTURE  IT’S NOT JUST ABOUT WORK
It’s really the people that make Prime Vision a great company to work for. We hire people who are smart and determined,
and we favor passion over experience. Although Prime Vision’s employees share common goals and visions for the
company, we are a multicultural and intellectual melting pot of ambitious people with different backgrounds.
For us it’s about having fun at work and enjoying the things we do.
We strive to maintain the open culture often associated with startups, in which everyone is a hands-on contributor and feels
comfortable sharing ideas and opinions. We offer the opportunity to have flexible working hours and respect a healthy
work-life balance.

WORKING AT PRIME VISION

WE DON’T LIKE TO BE AVERAGE
At Prime Vision we are not just a group of highly skilled engineers, we are above all talented and passionate experts in
constant search of ways to regenerate your business processes. What once started as an ingenious idea at the very heart
of our company has become a leading edge technology in the postal and e-commerce industry. And so the story goes
that when a group of young professionals developed renowned autonomous sorting robots, little did they know a
skateboard would be the beginning of such an international successful e-commerce solution.
Designing and developing best-in-class solutions to guide time conscious companies around the globe in the automation
of sorting processes is what Prime Vision stands for. We are pioneers driven by the fast changing digital world, bringing
together computer vision and robotics. By doing so we not only enhance postal & parcel services and e-commerce
businesses but the digital world in general.

OUR TECHNOLOGY  WE DEVELOPED IT OURSELF!
Already in 1957, we started with the development of our own technology as part of the PTT research department. A few
years later the High Yield Character Reader (HYCR™) was invented. This unique technology is applied in several
recognition solutions and has far higher processing capabilities than the average human. It can reduce processing time
and interpretation errors, whilst offering significant improvements in quality and accuracy.
Our employees are challenged to continuously advance our products.

Some of our clients:

LOTS OF
EXTRAS

travel

flexible
working hours

chair massage

laundry service

fitness

free company
lunches

personal
training

golf

education

PV Academy

hair dresser

lease car

profit sharing

game nights

INNOVATION AT PRIME VISION
Innovation is a key component that can be found in every department of our
company and is undeniably a part of our DNA. The eureka moments at Prime
Vision are celebrated with a bang and become memorable historical touchpoints
that help elevate our forward thinking attitude. After all, we are ambitious because
the world demands forward thinking solutions.
Moreover we work with the latest machine learning and artificial intelligence
techniques in Computer Vision and Robotics.

